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Abstract 

 

In the present paper, we have  studied the properties of genralised co-symplectic 

manifold  and quasi-Sasakian manifolds with respect to the  the semi symmetric 

recurrent Metric Connection. We have also studied the killing condition and first class 

condition for genralised co-symplectic manifold. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In 1924, Friedmann and Schouten [3] introduced the idea of semi-symmetric 

linear connection on a differentiable manifold. In 1930 H. A. Hayden [4] defined a 

semi-symmetric metric connection on a Riemannian manifold and this was further 

developed by K. Yano [8]. In 1976  Sharfuddin and Hussian [7], defined a semi-

symmetric metric connection in an an almost contact manifold. In 1992 Agashe and 

Chafle [1], introduced a semi symmetric non-metric connection on a Riemannian 

manifold. Recurrent Metric Connection  was  introduced  and  studied  by  Y. Liang [5]   
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in 1994. In 2001 UC. De and J. Sengupta [2] investigated the curvature tensor of an 

almost contact metric manifold that admit a type of semi-symmetric metric connection 

and studied the properties of curvature tensor, conformal curvature tensor and projective 

curvature tensor. In this paper we have studied Generalised  co-symplectic manifold 

with special semi-symmetric recurrent metric connection and discuss its exientance  in 

Generalised quasi-Sasakian manifold. In section 3 we establish the relation between the 

Riemannian connection and special semi-symmetric recurrent metric connection on 

Generalised  co-symplectic manifold  and in section 4 we establish the relation between 

the Riemannian connection and special semi-symmetric recurrent metric connection on 

quasi-Sasakian manifolds. 

 

 
 

2. Preliminaries 

 

An n dimensional differentiable manifold Mn is an almost contact 

manifold if it admits a tensor field   of type (1, 1), a vector field ξ and a 1−form η 

satisfying for arbitrary vector field X 

 

  XXX        (2.1) 

0       (2.2) 

where     XX   

from equations (2.1) and (2.2) we have 

      0X      (2.3)  

and      1      (2.4)  

An almost contact manifold Mn in which a Riemannian metric tensor g of type (0, 2) 

satisfying 

    ) (Y(X) - )  Yg(X, = ) Y ,Xg(  )  (2.5) 

    (X), = )g(X,      (2.6) 

for arbitrary vector fields X and Y , is called an almost contact metric manifold. 

Let us put 

)  Y,Xg( =  )  YF(X,     (2.7) 

then we have 

)  YF(X,= ) Y ,XF(     (2.8) 

     X)F(Y,- = ) Y g(X,- = )  Y,Xg( = )  YF(X,  (2.9) 

 

An almost contact metric manifold satisfying 
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          YDZZDYZYFD XXX  ,   (2.10) 

        

           
            0

,,,







XDYYDXZDX

XDZYDZZDY

YXFDXZFDZYFD

ZZY

YXX

ZYX



   (2.11) 

for arbitrary vector fields X, Y , Z; are respectively called generalised cosymplectic 

and generalised quasi-Sasakian manifolds [6]. 

If on any almost contact manifold, ξ satisfies 

)X)( (D = ) )(Y(D  - = ) Y)((D YXX     (2.12) 

)(X) (D- = )Y)((D = )(Y)(D YXX    (2.13) 

and      0D ,     (2.14) 

then ξ is said to be of the first class and the manifold is said to be of the first class [8]. 

If on an almost contact metric manifold U satisfies 

)X)( (D = ) )(Y(D  = ) Y)((D YXX   (2.15) 

)(X) (D- = )Y)((D -  = )(Y)(D YXX   (2.16) 

and       0D ,     (2.17) 

then ξ is said to be of the second class and the manifold is said to be  second class [8]. 

The Nijenhuis tensor in generalised co-symplectic manifold is given by 

)(X) (D + ) )(Y(D- )(X) (D - ) )(Y(D = )  YN(X, YXYX
   (2.18) 

).Z F)(X,(D -  )Z F)(Y,(D+Z)F)(X,(D - Z)F)(Y,(D = Z) Y,N(X, YXYX  
(2.19) 

 

 

3. Semi-symmetric Recurrent metric connection 
 

Let D be a Riemannian connection, then an affine connection B defined by 

 YXYDYB XX ,     (3.1) 

whose torsion tensor S of B is given by 

YXXYYXS )()(),(       (3.2) 

and metric tensor g satisfies 

  ),()(2),( ZYgXZYgBX      (3.3) 

for arbitrary vector fields X, Y , Z; then B is called a semi-symmetric metric connection . 

If we put 

),( YXPYDYB XX      (3.4) 

where P is a tensor field of type (1, 2), then we have 
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P(X, Y ) = −η(X )Y      (3.5)  

 P(X, Y,Z) = −η(X )g(Y,Z),    (3.6) 

 S(X, Y,Z) = η(Y)g(X,Z) − η(X )g(Y,Z)   (3.7) 

and       (Y)(X)  YD  Y X  XB    (3.8) 

where   P(X, Y,Z )   g(P(X, Y ), Z) 

S(X, Y,Z)     g(S(X, Y ), Z). 

 

from equations (2.3),(2.4),(3.2) and (3.5) the following results are obvious. 

(3.9)    

XYYXiffXYPYXPix

XYSYXSviii

XPYPYSXSvii

YPYSvi

XPXSv

YXPYXSiv

XYPYXSiii

YXSii

YXPXYPYXPi

)()(),(),()(

),(),()(

),(),(),(),()(

),(),()(

),(),()(

),(),()(

),(),()(

0),()(

0),(),(),()(



























 

 

(3.10)    

),(),(),()(

),(),(),()(

),(),(),(),()(

),(),(),()(

0),(),(),()(

0),(),(),()(

XYSYXPYXSvi

XYSXYPYXSv

XYPYXPXYPYXPiv

XPXSXSiii

YXSXYSYXSii

YXPXYPYXPi















 

(3.11)    

),,(),,(),,()(

0),,(),,()(

),,(),,(),,()(

0),,(),,(),,()(

),,(),,(),,()(

ZYXSZYXSZYXSv

ZYXSZYXSiv

ZYXSZYXPZYXPiii

ZYXPZYXPZYXPii

ZXYPZYXPZYXSi
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Theorem 3.1 An almost contact metric manifold with semi-symmetric recurrent metric 

connection B satisfies the relation 

  ),,(),,(),,(),,( ZXYPXZYPXZYSZYXS    (3.12) 

Proof Barring X and Z in equation (3.7)  and using equations (2.3) and (2.5) we have 

  )()()(),()(),,( ZYXZXgYZYXS      (3.13) 

again from equation (3.7) and using equations (2.3) and (2.5) 

)()()(),()(),,( ZYXXZgYXZYS    (3.14) 

In consequence of equations (3.13), (3.14) and  (3.6) we obtain (3.12). 
 

Theorem 3.2 A generalised co-symplectic manifold with semi-symmetric 

non-metric connection B satisfies the relations 

),,(2))((),)()((

),,(2))((),)()((

ZYXPYBZZYFBii

ZYXPZBYZYFBi

XX

XX








 (3.15) 

Proof : We have 

           ZBYFZYBFZYFBZYFB XXXX ,,,,   (3.16) 

           ZBYFZYBFZYFBZYFB XXXX ,,,,   (3.17) 

using equation (3.1) in above equation we obtain 

   ),()(2,),)(( ZYFXZYFDZYFB XX   (3.18) 

Barring  Z in (3.18) we obtain 

   ),()(2,),)(( ZYFXZYFDZYFB XX   (3.19) 

In consequence of equations (2.10) , (2.3) ,(2.7)and (3.6) in equation (3.19) result 

(3.15)(i) follows. 

Barring Y in equation (3.18) and in consequence of equations (2.10) , (2.3) ,(2.7)and 

(3.6) result (3.14)(ii) follows. 

Theorem 3.3:   An gernalised co-sympletic manifold Mn  admits semi-symmetric 

non- metric recurrent connection , is such that BXF=0, then F is killing iff 

           0,,  ZXFYZYFX   

Proof:  from equation (3.18) we have 

         ),()(2,, ZYFXZYFBZYFD XX    (3.20) 

similarly,       ),()(2,, ZXFYZXFBZXFD YY   (3.21) 

Adding equations (3.20) and (3.21) we get 

        ),()(2),()(2,, ZXFYZYFXZXFDZYFD YX    

which proves the statement 

Theorem 3.4 If ξ is killing on generalised co-symplectic manifold with semi-symmetric 

recurrent metric connection B, then 
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         )()(2,,,),,(* YDZYXFBXZFBZYFBZYXN
XZYX 

 
(3.22) 

Proof: The nijenhuis tensor of a gernalised co-sympletic manifold with respect to semi 

symmetric recurrent metric connection B is given by 

           ZXFBZYFBZXFBZYFBZYXN YXYX
,,,,),,(*   (3.23) 

from equation (3.23) we have 

                 YXFBZXFBZYFBYXFBXZFBZYFBZYXN
ZYXZYX ,,,,,,),,(* 

    
         
    XDYDZ

YDZDXXDZDY

YX

ZYZX









)(

)()(

 

(3.24) 

Since ξ is killing then putting 0 = )(X)(D + ) )(Y(D YX   in (3.24) equation,we obtain 

(3.22). 
 

Theorem 3.5 If the generalised co-symplectic manifold is of first class with respect to 

the Riemannian connection D, then it is also first class with respect to the semi-

symmetric recurrent metric connection B. 

Proof :Barring X and Y in equation  (3.8) respectively and then using equation  (2.3) we 

find 

   YBYD
XX
      (3.26) 

and       YBYD XX       (3.27) 

Adding equations (3.26) and (3.27), we obtain 

       YBYBYDYD XXXX
   (3.28) 

In view ofequations (2.12)  and (3.28), we get 

   YBYB XX
      (3.29) 

Again in similar way, we have 

   XBYB YX       (3.30) 

From equations (3.29) and (3.30), we find 

      )(YBYBXB
XXY     (3.31) 

Similarly we can prove 

     XBYBYB YXX  )(   (3.32) 

Taking covariant derivative of YY   with respect to B and using equations (2.2), (2.3) 

and (3.1), we get 

        YDYDYB XXX     (3.33) 

Now using  Y D= ) Y(D + ) )(Y(D XXX  in equation (3.33), we get 

       YDYB XX       (3.34) 
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Replacing X by ξ in (3.34) and using (2.17) we get 

  0YB    

Hence the theorem. 

Theorem 3.6 A generalised co-symplectic manifold equipped with semi-symmetric 

recurrentmetric connection B is completely integrable. 

Proof: using (3.18) and (2.10) In  equation (3.23), we have 

         
     ),()(2),()(2)(

)()(),,(*

ZXFYZYFXXDYDZ

ZDZDXZDZDYZYXN

YX

YYXX








    (3.35) 

barring X,Y and Z in  equation (3.35) and using equation (2.3) we get 

   0),,(* ZYXN  

Hence the theorem. 

Theorem 3.7 If ø is killing, then on generalised co-symplectic manifold with semi-

symmetric recurrent metric connection B, we have 

      0),(2  ZXFZBX    (3.36) 

Proof:  Since ø  is killing, therefore 

       0),(),(  ZXFBZYFB YX    (3.37) 

In consequence of equations (2.10), and (3.18)  equation  (3.37)becomes 

 

           0)(),(2)(),(2)(  XDYDZZYFZDXZXFZDY YXYX     

          (3.38) 

using equation  (3.8) in above equation 

           0)(),(2)(),(2)(  XDYBZZYFZBXZXFZBY YXYX 

          (3.39) 

putting ξ  for Y and using equations (2.2), (2.3)  and (2.7), we obtain 

  0))(())((),(2  XBZZBXZXFZBX     (3.40) 

Again putting ξ for X and using equations (2.2), (2.3)  and (2.7) we get 

     0ZB   

From (3.39) and (3.40), we get the result. 

 

 

4. Semi-symmetric recurrent metric connection on quasi-Sasakian 

manifold 
 

 

Theorem 4.1 A quasi-Sasakian manifold is normal if and only if 

),()(2 - ) )(Y(Z)[(B + )()(B (Y = Z)F)(Y,(B
XZX ZXgXX 

 
(4.1)  
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where B being semi-symmetric recurrent metric connection. 

 

Proof: The necessary and sufficient condition that a quasi-Sasakian manifold to be 

normal is[3] 

) )(Y(Z)(D + )X)()(D (Y = Z)F)(Y,(D
XZX   (4.2) 

Using equation (4.2)  in equation (3.18)  we get (4.1) 
 

 

Theorem 4.2 Let D be the Riemannian connection and B be a semisymmetricnon-

metric connection. Then an almost contact metric manifoldis a generalised quasi-

Sasakian manifold of the first kind if 

0 = )]  Y(Z)F(X, X))F(Z, (Y Z)(X)_F(Y,2[- )  YF)(X,(B + X)F)(Z,(B + Z)F)(Y,(B ZYX  

 

Proof From equation (3.18), we have 

   ),()(2),)((, ZYFXZYFBZYFD XX    (4.3)  

Taking covariant derivative of 0)( Z  with respect to D and using equation (3.8), we 

obtain    (  )Z)((B = )Z)(D XX     (4.4) 

Using equations (3.31), (4.3) and (4.4) in equation (2.11), we get the required result. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Theorem 4.3 A generalised co-symplectic manifold is quasi-Sasakian manifold if 

 X),F)((B = )  ,F)((B ZX     (4.5) 

where B being a semi-symmetric recurrent metric connection. 

 

Proof: From equation  (3.18), we have 

Y)(Z)F(X,2-X)(Y)F(Z,2-Z)(X)F(Y,2

 -  )  YF)(X,(B+ X)F)(Z,(B+ Z)F)(Y,(B =

)  YF)(X,(D + X)F)(Z,(D + Z)F)(Y,(D

ZYX

ZYX

  

(4.6) 

Using equation (2.10) in the above expression, we find 

Z)],F)((B -  Y),F)()[(B (X

Y)],F)((B - X) ,F)()[(B (Z

X)],F)((B - Z) ,F)()[(B (Y =

)  YF)(X,(D + X)F)(Z,(D + Z)F)(Y,(D

YZ

XY

ZX

ZYX








  (4.7) 

Since manifold is quasi-Sasakian, therefore 

0  )  YF)(X,(D + X)F)(Z,(D + Z)F)(Y,(D ZYX   (4.8) 

From equations(4.7) and (4.8), we obtain (4.5). 
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